Diane Romanello

Diane Romanello born in New York City, is a self-taught artist whose scenic paintings
are characterized by a sense of beauty and romance, inviting the viewer into a serene
natural world. Whether depicting pastel flower gardens lining a promenade, brick lanes
leading to lakefronts, or boardwalks which entice a walk on the beach, her images
suggest the memory of a treasured place.
Romanello's paintings blend luxuriant and soothing color with sumptuous texture, her
brushstrokes evident in every image. Her luminous beach scenes, landscapes, gardens
and country retreats merge elements of fantasy with realism, accomplished by the
artist's keen sense of light, texture and composition. Savoring the intensity of color and
calming energy inherent in nature, both present in her paintings, the artist's aspiration
is simply stated: "I want the viewer to feel as though they can step right into my work."
With her one-person shows consistently selling out, and her selection by private and
corporate collections nationwide, including AT&T, Columbia Pictures, Equitable Life
Insurance and United Way of Long Island, Romanello's message is clearly well-received.

Walkway to Sea
ABOUT THE COLLECTION

Diane is known for her romantic realism paintings, all of which are available to you as
limited edition giclee prints. Her work makes you feel like you can walk right into them.
Many of her giclee prints, giclee canvas prints and limited edition prints are now
available as curtained open window pieces.
Diane also has a line of triptychs, (3 piece sets) which are a wonderful addition to her
already amazing line of giclee art prints. These are signed and numbered by Diane and
are embellished to show the beauty of the original oil paintings. All giclee art prints and
giclee canvas prints come with a certificate of authenticity from the artist.
Owning one of Diane's limited edition prints of her giclees is the next best thing to
owning an original. These giclee canvas prints are wonderfully prepared and have the
look and feel of the original. And there is a wide selection of giclees to choose from.
ABOUT THE PRODUCTS
This special offering of originals and reproductions are authorized and hand curated by
the artist herself. From the quality of the materials to produce the products to the
management and accuracy of the color, everything is held to the highest standards.
ORIGINAL OILS:
We will be adding a collection of originals available for purchase directly through the
website, so make sure to check back. In the meantime, if there is a title you are
interested in just inquire as to availability and price.
FINE ART PRINT:
These items are high-resolution, high-quality reproductions individually printed on
special large format printers. These beautiful digital reproductions are virtually
unparalleled in quality and range of color. The item is printed on archival 230gsm fine
art paper. The bright white base color and smooth finish allows for the highest quality
reproduction possible.
FINE ART CANVAS:
All canvas items are finished and ready-to-hang. These are available with regular depth
stretcher bars and Gallery Wrap (mirrored image on the side). This canvas product is
printed on high quality artist grade canvas. This 350 gsm, acid-free, archival canvas has
a tight, natural weave which maximizes image quality.

Artist’s Web Site: https://www.dianeromanello.com/home/

